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THE FOUR FACTORS
OF FENG SHUI
When analyzing the quality of a property’s Feng Shui, these four integral factors are
universally applied in all Feng Shui systems:

Refers to the external landforms –
mountains, lakes, rivers, roads, highways,
etc. – surrounding the property from
which the main source of Qi, the type of
Qi, and its flow to the property is
determined.

Refers to the structural design of the Building
on the property.
Determines the effectiveness of the building
design in receiving and retaining positive Qi
within the property.

Plays a role in influencing the types of Qi
present, which consequently affects the
quality of the occupants in the property

Refers to the occupants who inhabit the
property.

Refers to the time cycle of the property
and/or individual occupant.

Determines whether the location and
orientation of the property, as well as the
Qi tapped into the property, is suitable
for its occupants in terms of their
personal wellbeing, goals and
objectives.

Determines whether positive Qi from the
external landform features is timely for the
property on a long-term basis.
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LONG-TERM FENG SHUI
VS. SHORT-TERM FENG SHUI
Long-term Feng Shui
Long-term Feng Shui refers to methods used for long-term goals, usually spanning decades The
effects are not as quick compared to short-term Feng Shui. The plus side is the cumulative
effects of long-term Feng Shui is considered more potent in nature. It generally involves the
assessment of external landforms and utilizes static formulas such as 8 Mansions.

Short-term Feng Shui
Short-term Feng Shui refers to a Feng Shui assessment and arrangement that is short-term in
nature and in approach. It generally requires a daily, monthly or yearly assessment. The effects
are quick and dynamic. However, the downside is that the effects are of course short-lived and
less potent. It tends to involve the Feng Shui of the interior, and utilizes systems such as Flying
Stars. For instance, for short-term Feng Shui we would be looking at the Annual Flying Stars for
the year 2022.
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THE 24
MOUNTAINS
The 24 Mountains are the 8 Main Directions on a compass, trisected into 3 sub-sectors for each
Main Direction. Each of the 24 Mountains also has a Yin or Yang quality that is marked on a Luo
Pan. In addition, the 12 Animal Signs (professionally known as the “Earthly Branches”) of the 24
Mountains represent the position of the Earth in relation to the Sun.
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DEMARCATING
THE PROPERTY
STEP 1
Obtain the floorplan of your property and then locate the
center point by drawing two lines across from all four
corners.

STEP 2
Next, stand at the center point and check your compass for
the directions. Divide the floorplan into eight equal sections
based on the correct directions as illustrated here:

STEP 3
Obtain the Annual Flying Stars
Chart for the year 2021. Place
the numbers into their
corresponding sectors:
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2022 FLYING STARS &
YEARLY AFFLICTIONS
SECTOR

ANNUAL
STAR

KEY WORDS

FORECAST

Southeast

4 Green

Romance,
Academic
Success

Those in the academic or artistic fields will benefit
greatly from the #4 Star, which is located in the
Southeast this year. Writers and people who are
involved in academic and research work should
ideally work in this sector of their home or office.
The #4 Star also bodes well for romance and love,
and couples who use this sector will enjoy a better
relationship. If you use a Southeast Main Door, or sit
in the Southeast sector of your office, you are likely
to do quite a bit of traveling this year.

South

9 Purple

Happy Events,
Promotions

The effects of the #9 Star in the South sector
suggest potential success through the
demonstration of one’s talents and abilities. You will
benefit greatly from expressing your skills and
showcasing your talents. It is also a Wealth sector,
so if you are looking to improve your financial and
wealth prospects, particularly in permanent or longterm jobs, this sector’s energies can make it happen
for you. It is also a beneficial sector to increase the
profits from investments and can help you achieve
fame and recognition.

Southwest

2 Black

Illness, Stress

If you are of bad health, avoid the Southwest sector
this year, as the #2 Illness Star can aggravate
health-related issues. Pregnant women should be
particularly mindful and stay away from this sector.
In order to reduce the negative effects of this area,
place metal items here, such as objects made from
bronze, copper, brass, or pewter. On the upside, this
sector can provide you with good returns if you are
in a property-related field.
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2022 FLYING STARS &
YEARLY AFFLICTIONS
SECTOR

ANNUAL
STAR

KEY WORDS

FORECAST

West

7 Red

Discord,
Robbery, Theft

This sector can have a profoundly negative impact
on your physical and emotional wellbeing. If you are
married you are advised to avoid this sector of the
home or you will be bogged down in conflict and
frequent quarreling. If your Main Door is located in
this sector, there are negative effects in place that
could increase your likelihood of being robbed or
have items stolen from you.

Northwest

6 White

Authority,
Power, Career
Advancement

The presence of the #6 White Star suggests the
possibility of climbing the career ladder and gaining
more authority at work. There is a likelihood for
being recognized for one’s efforts and it is a great
sector to use if you wish to make an impact at your
workplace or your career. However, while this Star is
generally positive, if activated by negative forms
outside, it can lead to sudden, unexpected changes
in the workplace that raise your stress level and has
a negative effect on your physical health.

North

1 White

Reputation,
Recognition,
Advancement

This is the ideal location for those who are keen on
self-improvement and better their communication
skills. It’s a great sector to work or study at, and can
result in success on multiple fronts – whether that
be in your career or in an academic setting. It is
also often associated with career advancement
and increased travel, as well as wealth
accumulation. Due to its positive impact on your
communication skills, it can also help better your
relationships with others.
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2022 FLYING STARS &
YEARLY AFFLICTIONS
SECTOR

ANNUAL
STAR

KEY WORDS

FORECAST

Northeast

8 White

Wealth &
Finance

Those seeking prosperity and good fortune should
pay attention to the Northeast sector, as this will be
one of the Wealth sectors in 2022. If your Main Door
is located here, then it will capture positive energies
and greater returns on investments all year. If your
Main Door is not located here, try to find more ways
to use this sector for work and money-related
matters to take full advantage of this energy.

East

3 Jade

Arguments &
Gossip

Avoid the East sector this year as it is host to the #3
Jade Star, which brings arguments and gossip, as
well as troublesome disagreements. If triggered, this
Star can result in conflicts that have serious
consequences, such as lawsuits and legal
complications. Mitigating these events from
happening is recommended and you can do so by
placing an oil lamp or bright red items here.
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AUSPICIOUS & INAUSPICIOUS
LOCATIONS IN 2022

The most favourable
locations in 2022 are:
Northeast (Star 8)
South (Star 9)
North (Star 1)
Southeast (Star 4)
Northwest (Star 6)
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AUSPICIOUS & INAUSPICIOUS
LOCATIONS IN 2022
The most unfavorable
sectors in 2022 are:
Center (Star 5)
West (Star 7)
Southwest (Star 2)
East (Star 3)

For those who want to take full advantage of the positive energies in 2022, we recommend to
follow the annual and the monthly Flying Stars. The rule of thumb is to “Chase the Stars”, which
means that one should always activate or make use of the positive Annual Star #8 for wealth
matters, #1 if you are looking for helpful people, #9 for long-term investment opportunities and
passive income, #6 for promotions and career advancement, and #4 for academic success.
Chasing the Stars mean that you will have to spend time in those areas that contain the Star
you want to make use of. For more short-term goals you can do the same with the Monthly
Flying Stars. The key is to identify what you want and then activate and utilize the Stars in a
targeted manner.
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AREAS THAT SHOULD BE AVOIDED
FOR RENOVATION IN 2022

DO NOT RENOVATE
Northeast 3

Southwest 3
Center
North
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太岁

THE GRAND DUKE (
)
NORTHEAST 3 (52.6 ̊ - 67.5 ̊ )

寅

Yin

NORTHEAST 3
Grand Duke

太岁

2022 is the Year of the Water Tiger, and the Grand Duke resides in the Northeast 3 corner. If you
trigger this area negatively, there will be detrimental consequences. However, these can be
avoided altogether if you refrain from any activities in this sector and focus your time and
energy on the more auspicious areas of your home or office.
It is vital to understand that these locations apply not only to your home, but also all other
spaces where you spend a considerable amount of time. Be mindful of where you work and do
not locate your desk in this area or face Northeast 3 in 2022. It can however be advantageous
for you to put your back facing towards the Grand Duke, as this will enable you to better exercise
authority and control in the workplace.
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岁破

THE YEAR BREAKER (
)
SOUTHWEST 3 (232.6 ̊ - 247.5 ̊ )

申

Shen

SOUTHWEST 3
Year Breaker

岁破

The presence of the Grand Duke in any year makes any direction opposite to it an automatic
no-go zone as it assumes the position of the “Wrath of the Grand Duke”. In 2022, the Year
Breaker is located in the Southwest 3 direction and it is best not to activate this area at all.
If you have made any plans or arrangements to renovate or make changes in this area, it is
advisable to wait until the year has passed and save your efforts for another time.
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三杀

THE THREE KILLINGS (
)
NORTH (337.6 ̊ - 22.5 ̊ )

壬子 癸

Ren Zi Gui

NORTH

Three Killings

三杀

To avoid any misfortune or mishaps in 2022, it is best to leave the North sector of your home
undisturbed as it is occupied by the Three Killings Star. It is advisable to avoid any activity in this
space to reduce any possibility of the Star’s negative effects manifesting in your life.
This Star could be activated by any major changes to the immediate environment – both
internal and external. Therefore, it is best to avoid any home improvement activities, such as
renovations, breaking walls or ground-breaking activities in this sector. Failing to do so can
result in loss of material possessions, health issues, accidents and robbery.
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THE FIVE YELLOW (
CENTER

中

五黄

Zhong

CENTER

Five Yellow

五黄

The center of your home is another risky zone this year as it becomes the host of the Five Yellow
Star. To avoid misfortune, it is best to completely avoid any activity in this area. Even seemingly
small improvements, such as nailing or drilling a wall should be avoided in order to ensure you
pacify this Star.
Should there be any residents sleeping in this area, it is best to relocate them elsewhere within
the home for the duration of the year 2022.
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FLYING STARS 2022
ANNUAL & MONTHLY
February 4 – March 4, 2022

壬寅

BENEFICIAL
AREAS
BENEFICIAL AREAS
Southeast

Good for business and academic pursuits

North

Favors those who are looking for short-term relationships

East

Ideal for starting new ventures
Suitable for new product launches or new business openings

Southwest

Wealth opportunities
Potential for a positive turn in financial prospects
Good for property luck

PROBLEM AREAS

PROBLEM AREAS
South

Senior management may find their authority challenged
Subordinates may revolt against senior management
Injuries to the head if negative features are present

Northeast

Business will see a downturn in revenue; temporary setbacks or sudden
change of plans
Possible issues regarding contracts and legal documents
Office politics may result in conflicts
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FLYING STARS 2022
ANNUAL & MONTHLY
March 5 – April 4, 2022

癸卯

BENEFICIAL AREAS
North

Opportunities for promotions and gaining authority may arise. Favorable
for planning and strategizing. Good for partnerships and mergers.
Financial luck is strong. Auspicious for property luck

Northeast

Great sector for self-cultivation, meditation, and spiritual pursuits

East

Hard work will be rewarded. Good for new business mergers

Southeast

Long-term relationships prosper. Ideal for couples looking to tie the knot
Good for enhancing romantic relationships. Relationships will flourish,
especially if they are at a stable stage

PROBLEM AREAS

PROBLEM AREAS

South

Health issues related to the heart or blood circulation. Office politics might
flare up and cause stress. Not ideal for any important meetings or
decision-making

Southwest

Possible fire hazard if there are combustible materials stored in this sector
Be careful of health issues like strokes

West

Loss of belongings. Issues with documentation. Possibility of injury,
particularly for those in hazardous jobs.
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FLYING STARS 2022
ANNUAL & MONTHLY
April 5 – May 4, 2022

甲辰

BENEFICIAL AREAS
South

Financial success. Opportunities for overseas travel. New business
ventures present themselves

Southeast

Success in academic pursuits

East

Possible burglaries if negative external features are present

Northeast

Prosperity and wealth sector for those in Wood element industries, such as
property development, publishing, textiles, healthcare

PROBLEM AREAS
West

Possible relationship issues. Trivial matters can trigger arguments
Emotional setbacks

Southwest

Unsuitable for relationship matters
Minor disagreements trigger bigger arguments

North

Possibility of illness. Unfavorable for pregnant women
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FLYING STARS 2022
ANNUAL & MONTHLY
May 5 – June 5, 2022

乙巳

BENEFICIAL AREAS
South

Favorable for couples trying to conceive

West

Beneficial for those whose careers require them to travel. Opportunities for
new business ventures. Favorable for PR, sales and communication
industries. Bodes well for those in jobs that require a lot of speaking and
the ability to persuade others. Good for those involved in presenting and
teaching activities. Positive sector for romantic relationships

Northwest

Investment opportunities. Career advancement and promotions

North

Good for academic pursuits. Favorable for students preparing for exams

PROBLEM AREAS
Southeast

Emotional upheavals. Arguments and heated disagreements
Legal issues are likely

Southwest

Possibility of fever and illness. Hospitalization. Beware of backstabbers at
the office or within the family
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FLYING STARS 2022
ANNUAL & MONTHLY
June 6 – July 6 2022,

丙午

BENEFICIAL AREAS
West

Peach Blossom effect. Slight risk of scandals when negative external forms
are present

Northwest

Career advancement. Great for wealth pursuits. Best for managers to
enhance and assert their authority

Northeast

Wealth sector of the month with potential for new business ventures. New
opportunities and ideas for business. Great for business meetings and
gaining new markets and/or clients

Southeast

Good for students who seek to excel academically

PROBLEM AREAS
East

PROBLEM AREAS

South

Unfavorable for new relationships and partnerships
Arguments and miscommunication, bickering and harsh words
Avoid this sector if you are looking for a relationship

Health problems and complications. Unfavorable for pregnant women
Do not spend time here if you are ill or suffer from a chronic illness
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FLYING STARS 2022
ANNUAL & MONTHLY
July 7 – August 6 2022,

丁未

BENEFICIAL AREAS
South

Brings opportunities for business deals and partnerships
Recognition at work. Those in the travel industry will prosper

Northeast

Great for joyous events and celebrations. Favors the start of new ventures
and projects. Promotes business success and recognition.
Financial windfalls

West

Ideal for couples who are ready to tie the knot

PROBLEM AREAS
Southwest

Argument sector of the month. Couples should avoid this area.

PROBLEM AREAS
North

High risk of gastrointestinal issues. Pregnant women should avoid this
sector

Southeast

High-risk ventures could result in financial loss. A comprehensive medical
checkup is recommended for the females in the house.
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FLYING STARS 2022
ANNUAL & MONTHLY
August 7 – September 6, 2022

戊申

BENEFICIAL AREAS
Southeast

Romantic endeavors will prosper. Use this sector to strengthen your
relationship

South

Possible career advancement and other positive developments at work.
Good financial prospects. Great sector to help enhance relationships with
others

Northwest

Career advancement. Helps enhance status and authority at your
workplace

North

Suitable for last minute studies and exam preparation

Northeast

Wealth sector of the month. Real estate deals are favored. Great for any
business activity

PROBLEM AREAS
Southwest

Illness sector of the month. Not ideal for pregnant women and elderly
females. Stomach-related problems are likely

West

Beware of scam artists. High potential for robbery and theft. Injuries due to
sharp metal objects. People who sleep in this sector should avoid dark
places and staying out late. Pre-existing medical conditions may require
surgery

East

Arguments and disagreements
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FLYING STARS 2022
ANNUAL & MONTHLY
September 7 – October 7, 2022

己酉

BENEFICIAL AREAS
Southeast

Beneficial for studies and academic pursuits

South

Happy events and celebrations. Business opportunities will emerge.
Promotions or career change

PROBLEM AREAS
Northeast

Work-related stress
Office backstabbing and generally unpleasant results at work

East

Couples who sleep here will have a tough time, especially newlyweds
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FLYING STARS 2022
ANNUAL & MONTHLY
October 8 – November 6, 2022

庚戌

BENEFICIAL AREAS
Southwest

Business deals in the real estate industry will do well

North

Ideal for financial planning. Beneficial for those who want to consolidate
their finances

Northeast

Potential for financial gains and a career change. Promotions and
increase in salary. Recognition from superiors. Increased authority at work

East

Able to achieve good results in exams. Good for studies

PROBLEM AREAS
Southeast

Gastrointestinal and stomach problems. Stress at the workplace
Tensions at home due to the interference from in-laws or extended family
members

West

Disagreements and misunderstandings. Potential for legal issues
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FLYING STARS 2022
ANNUAL & MONTHLY
November 7 – December 6, 2022

辛亥

BENEFICIAL AREAS
Southeast

Good for studies and exam preparation

Southwest

Wealth opportunities. Potential for a positive turn in financial prospects
Good for property luck

North

Favors those who are looking for short-term relationships

East

Ideal for starting new ventures
Suitable for new product launches or new business openings

PROBLEM AREAS
South

Senior management may find their authority challenged

Northeast

Businesses will see a downturn in revenue; temporary setbacks or sudden
changes of plans. Possible issues regarding contracts and legal
documents. Office politics may result in conflicts
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FLYING STARS 2022
ANNUAL & MONTHLY
December 7 2022 – January 4, 2023

壬子

BENEFICIAL AREAS
North

Opportunities for promotions and gaining authority may arise. Favorable
for planning and strategizing. Good for partnerships and mergers
Financial luck is strong. Auspicious for property luck

Northeast

Academics and scholars will see financial gains

East

Hard work will be rewarded. Good for new business mergers

Southeast

Long-term relationships prosper. Ideal for couples looking to tie the knot
Good for enhancing romantic relationships. Relationships will flourish,
especially if they are at a stable stage

PROBLEM AREAS
South

Health issues related to the heart or blood circulation. Office politics might
flare up and cause stress. Not ideal for any important meetings or
decision-making

Southwest

Possible fire hazard if there are combustible materials stored in this sector
Be careful of health issues like strokes

West

Loss of belongings. Issues with documentation. Possibility of injury,
particularly for those in hazardous jobs
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FLYING STARS 2022
ANNUAL & MONTHLY
January 5 – February 3, 2023

癸丑

BENEFICIAL AREAS
South

Financial success. Opportunities for overseas travel. New business
ventures present themselves

Southeast

Success in academic pursuits

East

Possible burglaries if negative external features are present

Northeast

Prosperity and wealth sector for those in Wood element industries, such as
property development, publishing, textiles, healthcare

PROBLEM AREAS
West

Possible relationship issues.Trivial matters can trigger arguments
Emotional setbacks

Southwest

Unsuitable for relationship matters. Minor disagreements trigger bigger
arguments

North

Possibility of illness. Unfavorable for pregnant women
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WEALTH
IN 2022
Money arguably makes life easier and gives us more flexibility and freedom to live our lives to
the fullest. Money also gives us the opportunity to help others and improve their lives. And while
money is not everything in life, it can definitely provide you with peace of mind.
It is therefore important to focus on the wealth energies in 2022, activate them and then make
use of all the opportunities that come our way thanks to these energies.
Favorable locations for wealth in 2022 are:
South: The #9 Annual Long-term Wealth Star brings excellent investment opportunities,
money from travel, and is particularly beneficial for business owners and professional service
providers.
Northeast: The #8 Annual Primary Wealth Star is generally great for finances, windfall gains,
bonuses and money through hard work. As such, it is best for employees and those working
on a side gig from home.
North: The #1 Annual Nobleman Star will bring support, help, word of mouth, as well as
opportunities for partnerships and cooperation.

Wealth Sectors in 2022
South | Northeast | North
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CAREER
IN 2022
Career advancement, especially in a highly competitive environment, is a critical factor in one’s
success. In order to advance, we often need to acquire more and better skills than everyone
around us.
To boost your career and acquire more sought after skills that can make you indispensable for a
company, use the following sectors:
North: The #1 Annual Nobleman Star will help you find supporters, mentors and teachers all
year round.
Northwest: The #6 Annual Authority Star can boost your confidence, your authority at the
workplace, and your ability to project power and strength. As such, it is critical for career
advancement.
Southeast: The #4 Annual Academic Star helps you acquire the skills and knowledge
necessary to advance in your career.

Career Advancement in 2022
North | Northwest | Southeast
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ROMANCE
IN 2022
Whether single or in a committed relationship – we all want a little bit of romance in our lives!
With Feng Shui, we can help enhance an existing relationship, bringing it to the next level or, in
case you are single, Feng Shui can usher in some much-needed Romance Luck and bring
opportunities to meet the right one.
When it comes to Feng Shui, it would be best to sleep in those sectors that are host to these
types of romantic energies, regardless of your relationship status. If that is not possible, try to
spend at least an hour a day here:
Southeast: The Annual #4 Peach Blossom Star takes up residence here and is great for
those who are single and looking.
South: The Annual #9 Star is a Star of happiness and celebration and is particularly good for
newlyweds or those in a new relationship.
North: While not a romantic energy, the Annual #1 Star brings new people into our lives and
as such is great for single people who would like to expand their social circle.

Romance in 2022

Southeast | South | North
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HEALTH
IN 2022
When it comes to health, we are mostly concerned with those annual Flying Stars that affect pregnant
women, elderly people, young infants, and those with chronic illnesses. The central premise of Feng Shui is
to avoid all those sectors – or at least avoid sleeping here – that could be harmful for these risk groups.
The locations that have the most detrimental health effects in 2022 are:
Center: The dreaded Annual #5 Calamity Star flies into the center of your home or office this year and
brings with it all kinds of issues – most notably health problems. Avoid spending more than 1 hour per
day here.
Southwest: The Annual #2 Illness Star will take up residence in the Southwest sector in 2022. It is
particularly risky for pregnant women and elderly folks with chronic health issues.

Bad Health Sectors in 2022
Southwest | Center
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HEALTH
IN 2022
The good news is that there are also some excellent sectors you can use to improve your health
and your immune system.
Ideally, sleep in one of these sectors or spend about 2 hours per day here – especially if you
would like to give your health a little boost:
Northeast: The Annual #8 Star is just a generic good Star we mostly use for wealth purposes.
However, its positive energies extend beyond just the financial aspects and you will find them
beneficial to keep you healthy.
Northwest: The Annual #6 Star is the one to use if you would like to counter an illness boost
your immune system.
South: If you are more concerned with your mental and emotional wellbeing, then you might
want to move your bedroom to the South, as the Annual #9 Star is all about happiness and
a good mood.

Good Health Sectors in 2022
Northeast | Northwest | South
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SLEEP
IN 2022
Sleep is a critical factor in our wellbeing. Without a proper night’s sleep, all other areas of life will
suffer. Thankfully, Feng Shui provides solutions for all those who suffer from insomnia or
interrupted sleep.
The following locations are particularly advantageous for sleeping in 2022:
Northeast: Place your bed into the Northeast, which is host to the #8 Annual Star for
improved sleep and health.
South: A bed in the South is best for newlyweds and fosters harmony and peace. The Annual
#9 Star is also great for restful sleep and overall wellbeing.
North: The Annual #1 Star promotes healthy sleeping patterns overall.
Southeast: The Annual #4 Star in this sector is great not just for sleeping, but it will also
improve your love life at the same time.

Good Sleep in 2022

Northeast | North | South | Southeast
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STUDIES & ACADEMICS
IN 2022
If 2022 is a year in which you wish to excel in academics, exams, learning, studying, writing or
research projects, then you might want to use Feng Shui to improve your overall performance in
these areas.
The following sectors are especially good for desk placement for those who need an academic
boost:
Southeast: The Annual #4 Academic Star takes up residence here and is great for overall
academic performance and whenever you need to prepare for an exam.
Northwest: The Annual #6 Star resides here in 2022 and boosts your personal and
professional advancement, as well as the ability to pick up new, challenging skillsets and
talents.
North: If you are looking for great mentors or teachers, or if you are studying together with a
mentor or teacher, then do this in the North sector in 2022 for better results.

Academics in 2022

Southeast | Northwest | South
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CHALLENGES & OBSTACLES
IN 2022
Every year brings challenges and opportunities – and the goal of Feng Shui is to make us aware
of both and then navigate around the difficult energies while taking full advantage of all the
positives around you. And while challenges and obstacles can’t be avoided completely, after all
they are a part of our lives, we can always do our best to minimize them to such a degree that
they hardly appear on our radar.
With that said, the following sectors should be avoided in 2022 or, if you can’t avoid them
entirely because you can’t move your desk or bed, then refrain from any hammering, drilling,
moving around of furniture or any Water feature installation in those areas:
Center: The Center of your home is host to the dreaded Annual #5 Yellow Star, which can
cause all sorts of calamities and disasters. Luckily, very few homes have bedrooms, kitchens
or home offices located dead center, so you are likely not going to be feeling such exposure.
However, do not renovate, hammer, drill or move furniture around in the center of your home
in 2022.
Northeast 3: This is the Year Breaker location for 2022 and is particularly harmful for the
elderly if and when activated. Refrain from sleeping here and do not disturb this sector.

Challenges & Obstacles in 2022

Center | Northeast 3
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IMMUNIZE YOUR HOME
IN 2022
In order to further reduce the risk of suffering from one of the major annual afflictions that can
bring unnecessary obstacles into our lives, we can activate certain areas of our home to
“immunize” it from negative energies and usher in good luck and fortune instead. This is best
done at the beginning of the Chinese New Year (4th February, 2022), but if you need a boost in
your fortune, this can be done throughout the year.
The Stars we wish to activate are called Sun, Moon, Dragon Virtue, and Fortune Virtue. Each year,
the take residence in different sectors.
Simply install a moving Water feature in these four locations (any of them or all of them, as you
wish) for no more than 2 weeks at a time:
West 2: The Dragon Virtue Star will solve problems and protects you from harm.
Northwest 3: The Fortune Virtue Star can be activated to usher in happy events. It is great if
you want to improve your positive energies.
East 2: The Sun Star is a Nobleman Star and brings helpful people into your life.
Southeast 3: The Moon Star is also a Nobleman Star and brings helpful people into your life –
mostly females.
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GUA NUMBERS &
YEAR PILLARS
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GUA NUMBERS &
YEAR PILLARS
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EIGHT MANSIONS
FENG SHUI
Step 1: Refer to the Year Pillar & Life Gua Reference Table to determine your Ming Gua (Life Gua
Number)
Step 2: Find your gua number in the “East Group” & “West Group” Tables below
Step 3: Face your auspicious directions and avoid facing the negative ones.
Auspicious directions: Sheng Qi, Tian Yi, Yan Nian, Fu Wei
Inauspicious directions: Huo Hai, Wu Gui, Liu Sha, Jue Ming

STAR NAME
Sheng Qi
Tian Yi
Yan Nian
Fu Wei
Huo Hai
Wu Gui
Liu Sha
Jue Ming

生气
天医
延年
伏位
祸害
五鬼
六杀
绝命

FUNCTIONS
Life Generating

Wealth Luck, Political Strength, Authority, Auspicious

Heavenly Doctor

Good Health, Noble People

Longevity

Good Relationships, Harmony, Good Networking

Stability

Calmness, Steadiness, Focus

Mishaps

Obstacles, Hassles, Setbacks

Five Ghosts

Gossip, Jealousy, Sabotage, Backstabbing

Six Killings

Betrayal, Accidents, Lawsuits, Surgery

Life Threatening

Disaster, Major Problems
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QIMEN DUNJIA
FOR 2022
2022 The Year of the Water Tiger – Qimen Dunjia Year Chart
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THE 8 DEITIES
IN 2022

CHIEF

Out of all the Qimen Dunjia Deities, the Chief stands out as being the most
benevolent and powerful of them all. It a Deity that is supportive of selfdevelopment, healing and protection in 2022.

SIX HARMONY

Socializing, building networks and relationships and strengthening personal
ties are within the realm of Six Harmony. It is greatly supportive of all of
these activities in 2022, especially when your Destiny Palace is the
Southwest.

GREAT MOON

The Great Moon is a Deity that is associated with knowledge, wisdom and
learning. In 2022, those with this Deity by their side will have the ability to
strategize and increase their wisdom.

NINE EARTH

Nine Earth is the most nurturing among the Deities and is associated with
land, property, assets, and healing. In 2022, it allows for great results in all
of these aspects, particularly for those whose Destiny Palace is in the East.

NINE HEAVEN

In 2022, those who are travelling or execute business deals overseas, will
benefit from having the Nine Heaven Deity in their corner. Also known as
the Great Father, this Deity gives you strength and a positive vision for the
future.
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THE 8 DEITIES
IN 2022

WHITE TIGER

As a Deity that is in charge of battle, strength, vigor and stamina, the
White Tiger also carries the name “Ferocious Metal God”. In 2022, those
who have this Deity by their side will benefit from boundless energy and
stamina.

RED PHOENIX

As the God of Articulation, the Red Phoenix Deity’s main power lies in the
verbal and in communication skills. In 2022, this Deity is supportive of
anything that is associated with words – such as politics, law, literary arts,
sales, etc.

GRAPPLING HOOK

The Grappling Hook is shrouded in mystery and is linked to confusion and
conflict. In general, it is considered one of the more inauspicious Deities.
However, those with the Grappling Hook on their side in 2022 will benefit
from its ability to connect to a past life and use the lessons learned in this
life.

SURGING SNAKE

Cunning and deceitful, the Surging Snake is one of the more feared
Deities. However, if you have this Deity in your Destiny Palace in 2022, you
will benefit from its ability to find a profitable property, as well a being able
to manipulate the environment to your advantage.

BLACK TORTOISE

The Black Tortoise is arguably the most inauspicious Deity and is generally
associated with thievery, dark secrets, and mind control. For those who
find this Deity in their Destiny Palace in 2022, it can bring the ability to
influence and bend others to your will – which is of great advantage for
anyone in a sales or marketing position.
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THE 9 STARS
IN 2022

ASSISTANT

HERO

GRAIN

DESTRUCTOR

BIRD

The Heavenly Assistant originates from the Xun Palace. As such, it is
closely associated with education and learning. If you are looking to learn
something new in 2022, this Star will provide the best support. It is also
favorable for the arts, cultural activities, and pregnant women.

The Heavenly Hero helps you get the job done and gives you the
motivation to achieve your big goals.

The Heavenly Grain Star is usually associated with illness and danger.
However, it is also a Wealth Star and can be used for business and
money-related activities.

The Heavenly Destructor can be harsh and destructive, but in 2022 it can
help you break into new social circles and shake up relationships that
have gone stale.

The Heavenly Bird Star is auspicious for those who are looking for support
and help. It can bring people together and is also favorable for travel. This
Star is always hidden behind the Heavenly Grain Star.
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THE 9 STARS
IN 2022

PILLAR

The Heavenly Pillar originates from the Dui Palace and is generally
considered inauspicious. It is not beneficial for business, investment and
long-distance travel, but you can use it for any activity that requires the
power of speech and communication.

AMBASSADOR

The Heavenly Ambassador is a Star of growth and progress. It ensures
that our plans develop without any major obstacles. It is particularly
desirable for those in finance and trade, as well as the property business.

GRASS

The Heavenly Grass Star generally denotes loss of money and resources.
However, it is favorable for litigation and can be used as long as there are
no overly negative formations present.

HEART

The Heavenly Heart originates from the Qian Palace and is associated
with precious items, wealth management and smooth execution of plans.
In 2022, any activities that require meticulous planning, will be supported
by this Star.
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THE 8 DOORS
IN 2022

OPEN

The Open Door can be found in the South Palace in 2022, along with the
Ding Noble. This combination indicates the ability to improve one’s
problem-solving skills through the use of creativity and innovation.

REST

The Rest Door is in the Southwest Palace in 2022, together with an
inauspicious formation. This does not bode well for important matters and
there is a risk of legal disputes.

LIFE

The Life Door is in the Southwest Palace in 2022, together with Ji Earth. This
is an auspicious formation and indicates that one will be supported by
benefactors who contribute to successful outcomes.

SCENERY

The Scenery Door is in the Northeast Palace in 2022, together with Bing
Noble. Quite a favorable formation in 2022 that can help in academics,
but things will take time to come to fruition.

DELUSION

The Delusion Door is found in the North Palace in 2022, together with Xin
Metal. Disagreements and arguments could escalate if one allows them to
fester.
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THE 8 DOORS
IN 2022

HARM

The Harm Door is in the Northwest Palace in 2022, together with Gui Water
and this is an indicator of a miscarriage of justice. One must beware of
any legal entanglements and refrain from any impulsive action.

DEATH

The Death Door is the Envoy Door in 2022 and takes up residence in the
East Palace, together with the Yi Noble. This is moderately auspicious for
wealth pursuits but only if you exercise patience and don’t expect
overnight results.

FEAR

The Fear Door is in the Southeast, together with the Ren Water. This is an
indication of illness and potential legal problems and not suitable for any
major wealth-related activity in 2022.
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THE 10 STEMS
IN 2022
The 10 Stems will have a certain influence on a person’s life when it falls into a specific Palace
in a Qimen Chart. The different results that this brings will depend on the specific attributes
that each Stem represents.

JIA WOOD

When Jia meets with Ren Water in 2022 it forms the “Green Dragon Enters
Heavenly Prison” formation. This formation can disrupt communication and
damage a person’s relationships. It also prevents one from moving up the
career ladder.

YI WOOD

Yi Wood forms the “Day Noble Punishment” formation with Geng Metal. This
can cause communication problems with people you care about and give
rise to conflicts and even legal consequences. Financial loss of some kind
is also in the cards. It is essential to find common ground.

BING FIRE

Bing Fire and Ding Fire together form the “Month Noble Red Phoenix”
formation and heralds help from Noble People. It boosts networking and
social skills and elevates a person’s output and influence, making them a
source of inspiration for others.

DING FIRE

Ding Fire combines with Gui Water in 2022 to form the “Red Phoenix Diving
Water” formation. This is inauspicious and indicates disruptions and
catastrophic legal proceedings if not careful.

WU EARTH

In 2022, Wu Earth combines with Ren Water and we see the “Dragon Enters
Prison” formation as a result. This can result in battles both on a personal
and professional front, with serious financial and emotional ramifications.
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THE 10 STEMS
IN 2022

JI EARTH

GENG METAL

XIN METAL

Ji Earth forms a “Fire Rebelling Earth Door” formation with Bing Fire in 2022.
While there might be setbacks, these are only temporary and it is
advisable to take action and keep fighting for your dreams.

Geng Metal and Xin Metal combine to form the “White Tiger Stem”
formation, which is a recipe for conflict, particularly with members of the
opposite sex. Keep a level head when arguing with loved ones. Also, be
extra careful when traveling.

Xin Metal and Ren Water form the “Menacing Snake Enters Prison”
formation. Rethink your strategy for the year and pay extra attention to
your health.

REN WATER

Ren Water and Ji Earth combine to form the “Fierce Snake Enters Prison”
formation. This makes it hard to achieve one’s goals and one may face
many unforeseen difficulties. It also indicates that you may spend a lot of
time and money to fix other people’s problems.

GUI WATER

Gui Water and Yi Wood form the “Elegant Seal Meets Star” formation. One
can expect one’s plans to unfold beautifully and victory is all but assured.
It is particularly beneficial for people expecting a promotion or pay rise in
2022.
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QIMEN DUNJIA
FOR 2022
February 4 – March 4, 2022

壬寅
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QIMEN DUNJIA
FOR 2022
March 5 – April 4, 2022

癸卯
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QIMEN DUNJIA
FOR 2022
April 5 – May 4, 2022

甲辰
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QIMEN DUNJIA
FOR 2022
May 5 – June 5, 2022

乙巳
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QIMEN DUNJIA
FOR 2022
June 6 – July 6 2022,

丙午
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QIMEN DUNJIA
FOR 2022
July 7 – August 6 2022,

丁未
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QIMEN DUNJIA
FOR 2022
August 7 – September 6, 2022

戊申
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QIMEN DUNJIA
FOR 2022
September 7 – October 7, 2022

己酉
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QIMEN DUNJIA
FOR 2022
October 8 – November 6, 2022

庚戌
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QIMEN DUNJIA
FOR 2022
November 7 – December 6, 2022

辛亥
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QIMEN DUNJIA
FOR 2022
December 7 2022 – January 4, 2023

壬子
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QIMEN DUNJIA
FOR 2022
January 5 – February 3, 2023

癸丑
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ASTROLOGY FOR THE YEAR OF
THE WATER TIGER 2022
First things first – Plot your Bazi Chart here:
https://suzhongconsulting.com/bazi-plotter/
INTERNAL

Your inner personality and behavior
that are hidden from and not
openly revealed to others.

EXTERNAL

The personality and behavior
you exhibit outwardly and can be
seen by others.

HOUR
PILLAR

DAY
PILLAR

MONTH
PILLAR

YEAR
PILLAR

denotes a
person's
dreams, hopes
and aspirations

represents an
individual's
relationship with
his or her spouse

reveals one's
career and
business
outlook

shows a
person's state
of health and
social circle
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BAZI CHART
FOR 2022
4 February 2022

Time: 4:52am
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5 WAYS TO
SUCCEED IN 2022

LUCK

KNOWLEDGE

Luck is a form of Qi or energy.
On order to have good luck,
your levels of energy have to
be high which equates to
positivity and also the ability
to attract positive people.

Knowledge gives you an
insight into the bigger picture.
Having awareness gives you
the clarity to make informed
decisions.

ENVIRONMENT

SKILLS

All of us are products of our
circumstances and
environment. Altering your
destiny can be as simple as a
change scenery. Be in an
environment that is conducive
to your goals.

Obtain the relevant skills
needed to advance your
ambitions. Having skills makes
you valuable and sought
after; people will be turning to
you for your abilities and what
you can offer.

VEHICLE
Getting from where you are
to where you want to be
requires the right vehicle.
Identify and work with what
resources you have and you
will be able to reach your
desired outcome.
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5 WAYS TO
SUCCEED IN 2022

LUCK Luck is a form of Qi
or energy. On order to
have good luck, your
levels of energy have to
be high which equates to
positive and also the
ability to attract potitive
people.

KNOWLEDGE knowledge
gives you an insight into
the bigger picture.
Having awareness gives
you the clarity to make
informed decisions.

SKILL Obtain the relevant
skills needed to advance
your ambitions. Having
skills makes you valuable
and sought after; people
will be turning to you for
your abilities and what
you can offer.
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ENVIRONMENT All of us
have products of our
circumstances and
environment. Altering
your destiny can be as
simple as a change of
scenery. Be in an
environment that is
conducive to your goals.

VEHICLE Getting from
where you are to where
you want to be requires
the right vehicle. Identify
and work with what
resources you have and
will be able to reach your
desired outcome.
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THE FIVE ELEMENTS

五行

The Fire element is characterized by enthusiasm and passion. As such, it governs
advancement and fast-spreading qualities. Other values it embodies include
generosity, warmth, openness and sincerity, independence and justice. It also
symbolizes qualities such as attention to detail, motivation and sensitivity.
Industries: Petroleum & fuel, F&B, aviation, technology, metaphysics, engineering,
electronics, military, firearms, PR, marketing, social media.
The Earth element governs fidelity an honesty and is mainly defined by stability,
nurturing qualities and security. It is embodied by mountains, rocks and boulders,
with qualities that include trustworthiness, loyalty, dependability and
stubbornness. It can also be seen as the nurturing soil and soft sands. The latter
has qualities such as tolerance, productiveness and resourcefulness.
Industries: Property & real estate, natural resources, insurance, construction,
mining and masonry.
The Metal element is associated with righteousness and is characterized by
altruism, ambition, determination, progress and persistence. It is synonymous with
the tough metal of swords and axes, and as such possesses qualities such as
toughness, endurance and fairness. When viewed as fine metal, such as
associated with jewelry, it embodies qualities such as sensitivity, sentimentality,
gratitude and flashiness.
Industries: Metallurgy, jewelry, automotive, finance and banking, mechanical
industries.
The Water element is characterized by the virtue of wisdom and due to this, it
embodies intelligence, aptitude, mental strength and agility. The Water element
can be seen in great rivers, roaring waterfalls and oceans. It makes you adaptive,
extrovert, unconventional, and rebellious. When visualized as gentle rain, mist and
dew, the Water element embodies imagination, creativity, educators and a
tendency to be more introvert.
Industries: Aquaculture, fishery, sailing, transportation, trade, tourism, journalism,
laundry, think tanks, highly mobile industries.
The Wood element governs benevolence, creativity, growth, development, change
and motivation. It can represent huge sturdy trees that tower over the forest and
possess attributes like steadiness, reliability, sternness and being straightforward.
On the other hand, creeper-like Wood element represents flexibility, fickleness and
motivation.
Industries: Fashion, carpentry, agriculture, plantations, botany, education, arts &
culture, forestry, healthcare, religious vocations.
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THE YEAR OF THE WATER TIGER
AND THE 12 ANIMAL SIGNS
Rat Years: 1912, 1924, 1936, 1948, 1960,
1972, 1984, 1996, 2008, 2020, 2032

If travel is in your plans this year, then check the weather report and
purchase insurance beforehand, as the Calamity Sha Star brings
unnecessary problems and the possibility of natural calamities.
Be especially careful because the inauspicious Star known as Sky
Dog Star indicates bodily injuries or scars resulting from small accidents.
In the olden days this Star denoted getting hurt by weapons, but in this day
and age, it usually suggests getting minor surgeries or cuts. Do not be overly concerned as it is
unlikely that these injuries are life threatening. However, it would be wise to refrain from extreme
sports or high-risk activities.
Do not attend funerals this year, as the Funeral Guest Star makes you more susceptible to outside
spirits. It would also be advisable to stay away from graveyards or cemeteries, especially at night
time.
The Prison Inmate Star can lead to feelings of being trapped – be that professionally or personally.
Take small steps forward to avoid giving into this feeling.
If you are single, then the Red Chamber Star will bring ample opportunity for short-term
entanglements and affairs. For those in a committed relationship this could be a year to strengthen
the intimate ties with you partner.
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THE YEAR OF THE WATER TIGER
AND THE 12 ANIMAL SIGNS
Ox Years: 1913, 1925, 1937, 1949, 1961,
1973, 1985, 1997, 2009, 2021, 2033

This year, the Red Matchmaker Star appears in your favour, bringing
along an air or romance. You will be presented with opportunities to
meet new people, plenty of positive social activities and even love
related news. The Red Matchmaker Star is one of the four Peach
Blossom Stars and as a Relationship Star, this means great news if
you are still single and looking for a partner. Luck is on your side if
you are proactive in love matters this year.
Those who are already in a relationship will also enjoy auspiciousness within your relationship, as
this Star helps strengthen your love for each other.
In addition to that, this Star has the ability to attract new customers and clients – and even fans,
depending on what your career is. Use this opportunity to your full advantage and promote yourself.
Ensure that you are taking good care of yourself this year and find some work-life balance. The
Sickness Charm Star poses a risk of facing health issues. There is a chance of falling ill if you are not
careful and it is advisable that you seek ways to detox your body and find a healthy regimen this
year. Do not neglect your health check-up and exercise when you can.
The Sky Sha Star is one to be aware of as you may find yourself experiencing accidents or
unpleasant incidents that cost you money.
If you suddenly have insecurity issues, it is due to the presence of the Lonesome Star. Known to
cause one to feel lonely and possibly abandoned by loved ones, it can be difficult to handle when
you believe nobody cares about you. Keep in mind that everybody else has things going on in their
lives and others may also be struggling and it is not personal when they cannot make time for you.
Remember that there are many who care about you and all you need to do is reach out to them. If
you make time for them, they will do the same for you.
Meanwhile, the Surpassing Path Star will make you a bit more anxious, impatient and agitated, so
try to ground yourself and exercise patience.
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THE YEAR OF THE WATER TIGER
AND THE 12 ANIMAL SIGNS
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Your long-term plans may be faced with disruptions due to the
Grand Duke Star. Unexpected problems will surface, forcing you to
make changes. Not everybody is comfortable with change, but the
more you embrace change, the better this year will work for you. Be
spontaneous, and this is actually a good Star to have at your side.
The Duke’s Arrival Star on the other hand shines in your favour this year by
opening doors for you to attract a lot of attention. It will feel like all eyes are on you as everybody is
mesmerized by you and what you have to offer, while at the same time finding you effortless to
connect with.
It will be especially helpful if you are in the business of profiting from a large group of loyal
customers or followers. This particular Star will put you on centre stage and let you shine.
Studying and picking up a new skill will come effortlessly to you this year as the Intelligence Star
opens up opportunities for learning new things. Those seeking to have more wealth will have the
chance to acquire the knowledge about how to amass a fortune. If you are employed under others,
you will have improved problem-solving skills. As someone in a leadership role, you will be able to
enhance y our management skills. And as a student, this year will be very favourable for any
academic endeavour.
Be mindful of your communication this year, particularly with family members. The Hidden Corpse
Star has the tendency to bring about communication breakdowns and misunderstandings.
If you are feeling a bit low or down, then you can blame it on the inauspicious Sword Edge Star,
which is the harbinger of stress and depression. Take plenty of time to pamper yourself this year
and focus on self-care to avoid the negative effects of this Star.
The Peeling Head Star can make you feel like you’re being suppressed, especially once you’ve
reached the top, but don’t let these feelings bring you down, it’s just a matter of perception. Ignore
the petty people around you. This Star also has a darker side and can indicate illness or death in the
family, so make sure you’re in touch with your loved once and keep checking in regularly.
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This year will open new doors for you in career and business. You
can look forward to career progression and networking with
important people that could lead to financial gains. This is due to the
presence of the Sun Star. It is one of the most powerful Nobleman
Stars and will give you infinite energy. To activate this Star, try to be
of service to others both physically and mentally.
Serve, protect and assist as much as you possibly can. Be the sun in the life of others in order to
receive abundance in return.
Thanks to the Peach Blossom Star, you will become very likeable this year and attract attention
wherever you go. Naturally, this is great for those looking to find a partner, but you can also use this
in business, as people will seek you out and become repeat customers.
The Salty Pool Star was considered inauspicious in the old times as it indicated unexpected
intimacy or relationships. This is, in fact, very good news if you are single and ready to mingle. It can
result in the appearance of your soulmate or simply somebody who is perfect for a temporary
relationship. Either way, individuals will walk into your life and what you make of the situation is up to
you. Conversely, this could be a destructive Star if you are in a committed relationship, as it has the
tendency to bringing about romantic entanglements outside the relationship.
The Sky Emptiness Star will bring lots of talk but no action. You may find yourself having lots of plans
for the year but then looking back at the end of the year, you will realize that nothing you had
planned worked out quite the way you’d hoped. The solution is to simply not plan anything.
The Year Sha Star will bring petty people into your life this year but fear not – if others are jealous of
your accomplishments, it usually means you’re doing something right. Just ignore the naysayers.
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The Leopard Tail Star is with you this year and this means you have
to watch your tongue as it will cause you to offend a lot of people. It
often results in financial issues due to carelessness as well, so best to
stay under the radar.
The infamous Sky Cry Star will make you rather emotional throughout
the year – and for no good reason at all! Do not worry if you feel
emotionally overwhelmed at times, this is due to the negative effects of this Star and nothing to fret
about.
With the presence of the Funeral Door Star, your elderly relatives may need more support from you
this year. This Star brings about the potential for illness and injuries to senior family members so
maybe sure to check in on them regularly.
Similar to the Death Door, the Earth Funeral Star promises the end of something and the beginning
of something new. Take advantage of this energy and end a bad behaviour or habit this year.
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The auspicious Heavenly Nobleman Star is also on your side this
year, attracting mentors and Noble People into your life who can
help you in difficult times. These people may appear in the form of
just the right doctor, or a trustworthy stranger, or simply a friend
who can assist you going through a challenge. All you need to do is
set your intention, plan a goal and a helping hand will be readily
available this year.
In addition, the Moon Star is an auspicious Star that presents opportunities for you to gather wealth
this year. Look out for doors that open as some may come in the form of a simple text from a friend
asking how you are. Big or small, keep an eye out for them as they may appear from the most
unexpected sources and places. This Star also brings assistance from the women in your life. It can
be anyone from your mother to a female colleague. Make sure to show them appreciation for their
help.
This year can become a year of confusion and uncertainty with the appearance of the Hook Spirit
Star. You might experience miscommunication at work or enter an unpredictable period with your
partner. It is also a time where upset individuals come back to haunt you over a promise you mad a
long time ago. It is best to settle things with these people as soon as you possibly can, before the
matter gets blown out of proportion.
The Six Harms Star is a Star that causes one to feel a desperate case of loneliness. You may
suddenly become sensitive to others leaving or not being able to spend time with you and there is a
tendency to become solitary and get lost even deeper in the depths of isolation. Do not allow
yourself to indulge in this sadness, as it can lead to severe depression.
This is even more pronounced thanks to the Solitary Star. It will help to talk to those closest to you
and share your worries and fears with them as you experience bouts of loneliness. This Star can also
indicate a lower immune system, which means you are more prone to sickness than usual, so be
sure to take extra care of yourself.
Beware of those who gossip about you as this is one of the effects of the Piercing Rope Star. You do
not have to acknowledge what is being said but keep an eye on the rumour, in case it grows into
something that may ruin your reputation or create bad blood between you and others. Also be on
the lookout for dubious individuals who could approach you with questionable investments. This Star
particularly affects those who do not deal well with pressure. Learn to manage your stress levels.
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The Death God Star is known for making a person forgetful. The likeliness to overlook details, dates
and important information is high, therefore you must make a habit of writing down things as they
happen. There is also a risk of offending others, which may lead to outbreaks of arguments over
trivial matters. Bite your tongue when you get the feeling you may be entering into a dispute. Better
be kind than right.
This year will open many doors for you and in the case of the Jade Hall Star, the opportunity for
asset acquisition presents itself. As one of the Wealth Stars, this is an excellent time for you to make
plans to expand your influence in your workplace or to take on more responsibilities. You should
prepare yourself for openings in career advancement and a pay raise as your Wealth Luck is
strengthened by this Star. There will be an increase in your self value, so get ready to make lifestyle
changes as well. Expect your owned assets to increase in value, and residual income will flow in
effortlessly. You might find yourself suddenly being able to afford things you have had an eye on for
a long time. However, if you are not owning any assets, keep in mind that this Star is not very
effective in generating wealth.
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With the presence of the Five Ghost Star, this year may be a bit
challenging as you don’t believe what you see, you may easily buy
into lies and get scammed. Beware of promises that sound too good
to be true!
Thanks to the Golden Lock Star, you have the chance for wealth and
financial gain, bonuses or increase of income in profit margins.
The appearance of this Star is akin to receiving a box of gold as a gift. This Star shows that it is a
very suitable time to take on a new job or role with added responsibilities.
Having more responsibilities means you need to have an air of authority and leadership skills. This
will be boosted for you by the General Star. You will find that people around you are cooperative in
supporting you as this is a great leadership Star. Surrounded by good people, you will also discover
sincere individuals are everywhere and they are ready to lend you assistance, while also offering
you their strength when you are in need. If you have been considering a management position, this
is a great time to go for it.
The Three Stages Star opens doors for career and success or business expansion, which can lead
to an increase in income.
Be careful not to overlook the small print in contracts and obey by the rules, as the Officer Charm
Star can bring about legal problems. It has the potential of attracting people who are upset over
promises you made in the past but have yet to fulfil. If this occurs, find a way to quickly resolve the
matter before it affects your reputation or worse, your safety. Problems with documentation can
also arise under this Star, so always read the fine print.
This is even more amplified by the presence of the Flying Charm Star, which also attracts legal
issues, if not careful.
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This is a favourable year for relationships as the Sky Happiness Star
denotes the building of long-term connections. For those who are
single and waiting for the right one to come along, this is a promising
year and you should actively start searching for the right one. There
is also good news if you are already in a committed relationship
because this Star can help strengthen your bond. Show your partner
how much you love and appreciate them.
That being said, your career is showered by luck this year as you find all your efforts area easily
recognized, boosting your chance of a promotion. This is thanks to the National Treasure Star. You
have increased opportunities to gain power and authority at work, with a bigger chance if your
superior is male. Along with that also comes an increase in income. You will be given more
responsibilities and additional power over running things.
Another Star that can bring about new people and connections is the Monthly Virtue Star. However,
this Star does not limit itself to intimate settings. Helpful individuals will lend you support in times of
need, perhaps even assisting in dissolving big problems into lesser ones. You will be able to resolve
issues from the past, which is useful for focusing on new ventures this year. Communication issues
and disputes with customers, employers or employees will be easily straightened out.
When it comes to health, the Death Charm Star will make you prone to common illnesses. Although
largely harmless, it will affect your productivity, as you may have to take time off to heal. Your own
physical state is not the only thing to look out for as elderly relatives, particularly senior males, are
vulnerable to falling ill this year. Pay special attention to them and take them for a health check-up
if possible.
The appearance of the Lesser Consumer Star will bring about tendencies for reckless financial
habits. Without prudence and proper planning, you will experience a rapid outflow of cash. There is
a possibility of financial loss from being cheated by seemingly trustworthy individuals. Rather than
spending money on frivolous things with no return on investment, rather invest it in assets that
increase in value over time.
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Unsettling and unexpected situations may take place as the Year
Breaker Star represents changes. While some people embrace
big and small changes, sudden ones can come as a shock.
Always have a backup plan when organizing anything and allow
room for adjustments.
The Blood Knife Star can bring a potential risk for smaller surgeries, but
nothing life threatening. Ensure to go for a scheduled health check-up and refrain from any
dangerous activities.
From the prosperous side of things, the Sky Horse Star could mean that your dream to relocate or
work abroad is finally going to happen. There is a possibility of travel either due to your career or to
pursue further education. Doors of opportunities will open for you to make money from doing
business overseas and internationally – even if that may just be over Zoom! Seek out international
business partners and open up overseas markets. This is a great Star if you are thinking of
expanding your business.
This year you will find resolving problems effortless due to the presence of the Relief God Star. This
Star helps solve financial, relationship and even health issues. You can rely on this Star to reduce at
least half of your worries. Having an extra edge on solving problems is an enviable skill – especially
this year where you also have the Earth Relief Star by your side. With this comes the ability to turn
negative situations into positive ones.
The Month Emptiness Star has the tendency of making you daydream a little bit more than usual,
with inspirations and big ideas hitting you every time you look at something positive. Discuss with
others before making any big decisions.
This year, with the Eight Seats Star with you, you may suddenly become famous overnight. There is a
chance of breaking the internet via a viral posting. From a positive perspective, social media can be
a lucrative way of making a living. Use your newfound ability of influencing others for good.
That being said, problems with financial affairs will arise with the presence of the Greater Consumer
Star this year. You will develop a tendency to spend money aimlessly wit a chance of making a
huge purchase with long-term impacts. If this purchase is land or property, this is positive. However,
watch out for reckless spending.
The aptly named Obstacle Star will create challenges in the most trivial situations. Expect to
encounter hurdles in your plans and in daily life. You will need to put in some extra effort to achieve
your goals. the key to overcoming this Star is perseverance. The Instability Star means you will be
prone to water-related accidents and injuries, so you may want to avoid water sports. In addition to
that, you will suffer indecision, always changing your mind while making decisions.
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Good omens and lots of positivity are on the way to you thanks to
the Dragon Virtue Star. You will develop strong problem-solving
skills and be able to change unexpected negative situations into
positive ones. Even if the year turns out to be a bumpy ride, you
are competent in tackling each issue with ease.
Sometimes, the presence of an auspicious Star can cancel out the
presence of inauspicious Stars. Such is the case with the Heavenly Chief. Held up as one of the
most auspicious Stars, you can expect a barrage of abundance this year. Look out for many
opportunities, benefits and added responsibilities coming your way along with the support and
resources you need. Happiness and great achievements can be yours. Build strong relationships
and connections this year to make full use of this Star.
Unwelcome surprises in the form of abrupt changes can take place under the Brutal Defeat Star.
You will face sudden ups and downs and obstacles if you are not wary. Always have a backup plan.
Minor accidents can be brought upon you by the Dark Sky Star, but the Emperor Star will largely
neutralize such inauspicious occasions.
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There will be opportunities for career advancement and the
pursuit of professional interests this year. Climbing the executive
ladder will give you a boost of confidence and a sense of
independence. At the same time, you will constantly be inspired,
driving you to produce creative work. This is all due to the artistic
nature of the Elegant Seal Star. This is also an excellent Star if you
are employed in sales and marketing, where creativity is key.
The White Tiger Star warns you against accidents that may cause bodily injury and harm. The risk of
this happening depends on whether or not you expose yourself to dangerous situations.
The Sky Warrior Star causes miscommunication, so you may want to be very careful with what you
say, especially if you are a public figure.
Beware of accidents due to absent-mindedness. Being careless may not be harmful in a day-today situation, but when it comes to making big business decisions that involve a sizeable amount of
money, you must remain alert. The Flying Chaste Star increases the likelihood of negligence as a
result of inattentiveness.
Whatever you do, you need to exercise caution this year. The Great Sha Star has a tendency to
make you reckless, which will result in impatience and over-eagerness. If you are not careful, the
consequences may be damaging to your finances and your reputation.
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Individuals may come into your life to offer assistance. Such is the
case with the Grand Duke Combination Star. You can expect to
receive guidance from Noble people and mentors who will be on
hand with love and support for you. This Star also allows you to
connect with people of power and authority, which will come in
handy if you are seeking approval for licences or permits.
Another prosperity Star that works in your favour this year is the Fortune Virtue Star. It denotes a
good time all around, from delicious food, great parties, enjoyable times and perhaps the chance to
explore the world. It is a time of contentment and celebration with family and loved ones. Activating
this Star requires activities that you have not done before and that create good memories.
The Heavenly Virtue Star gives you the ability to remove obstacles in life. You will be handed new
commitments but with these responsibilities comes the assistance from friends, family and
colleagues.
The good news continues in the form of professional progress, thanks to the Prosperity Star. You will
find doors of opportunities open for you to receive a promotion or a salary increase. Grab all the
chances that present themselves.
Practice caution this year as the Robbery Sha Star has a tendency of bringing individuals with
negative influence into your life. Do not place yourself in a vulnerable position and be careful that
opportunities won’t be taken away from you by competitors. The possibility of losing cash or
valuables is high, so be aware of your surroundings. As a business owner, ensure to keep your
account in check.
This year, you may find yourself involved in arguments with others more so than usual. This is due to
the Curled Tongue Star. Issues may arise over seemingly trivial matters with people around you and
you should expect some gossip to be spread about you behind your back. Avoid addressing
mindless chatter.
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BOOKS, CONSULTATIONS
AND COURSES
eBook, Period 9, Rise of the Phoenix
If you are a Chinese Metaphysics practitioner and want to know
more about the upcoming Period 9 and how you can make the
most out of this time not just for yourself, but also for your family,
friends and clients, then this book is for you.
Check out my e-book on Period 9 at Amazon:
www.amazon.com/dp/B08JJS54KS

Chinese Metaphysics Consultations
I offer a variety of tailor-made consultations:
Feng Shui Audits (Commercial and Residential)
Bazi Consultations (Life Reading, Annual Reading, Topical Reading)
Date Selection Services
Qimen Dunjia Advisory (includes Destiny Analysis)
To book your consultation or to learn more, visit my website:
https://suzhongconsulting.com/chinese-metaphysic-consultations or email
info@suzhongconsulting.com

Courses and Online Learning
Beginners and Advanced courses on Feng Shui, Bazi Astrology, Date Selection and Qimen Dunjia are
available for booking here: https://suzhongconsulting.com/events-and-courses
If you prefer to study at your own pace, go to my e-learning platform and enroll in one of my
courses there: www.lifemasterystudies.com
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ABOUT
SUSANNE SCHUTZ
Having lived and worked in Asia for three decades,
and with extensive knowledge of business cultures
in both Europe and Asia, Susanne Schutz felt that
Chinese Metaphysics was missing something.
In 2014, she founded Suzhong Consulting. The
company was born out of her awareness of the
need for a more professionally based Chinese
Metaphysics consulting service.
Susanne is uniquely positioned in her level of both
business experience and Chinese Metaphysics
mastery, having studied with Grandmaster Dato
Joey Yap and holds four Masters Degrees in
Chinese Metaphysics – Classical Feng Shui, Bazi
Astrology, Chinese Date Selection, Qimen Dunjia.
Susanne bridges the gap between local Chinese
Metaphysics Masters who rarely explain their
practices and procedures, and cosmopolitan
clients who require a more modern and adaptive
approach, a deeper understanding and rationale
for the solutions presented.
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